
Save Time & Cut Costs
with Paperless Fertilizer Tonnage Reporting

A coalition of leading industry organizations, in cooperation with state governments, is 
working to make U.S. fertilizer tonnage reporting an electronic process, eliminating needless 
hours of work and errors from manual reports, and standardizing a process that today varies 
widely from state to state. 

All companies and states should get on board now to implement paperless reporting!

The Association of American Plant Food Control Officials (AAPFCO) endorses the goal of a 
paperless reporting environment. More than 15 states are already accepting either XML or Excel 
tonnage reporting data, and more industry participants are developing to the specifications.

The problem:
• 42 states require reports using 48 

di�erent, mostly paper-based formats.

• The process is usually manual for 
industry and states; that means 
labor-intensive data entry and 
transcription.

• The time between initial report and 
�nal analysis takes years; 
decision-makers don’t have timely data 
at hand. 

The solution:
Implementation of the standard electronic 
formats (XML and Excel)…

• Simpli�es the industry’s job of 
reporting

• Reduces time to process by both 
industry and states

• Reduces risk associated with inaccurate 
or incomplete data

• Provides timely information for 
everyone.

To learn more about the standard reporting tools now available, visit http://www.FertTon.com. 
Whether you’re an industry participant, a state department of agriculture, or a service provider, 
there’s helpful information to get you connected.

Find out more today at 

www.FertTon.com

Action Needed Today
• Companies:  Develop now to the XML and Excel specifications for tonnage 

reporting and communicate to your states that you’re ready to transmit. 

• States:  Accept the XML and Excel expressions, and work with your service 
providers to accept the formats. In addition, commit to sending electronic files to 
the Uniform Fertilizer Tonnage Reporting System (UFTRS) for timely processing.

Bene�ts of Going Paperless
• More e�cient and accurate reports

• Reduced costs and risks of inaccurate or incomplete data

• Improved availability and timeliness of information for decision-makers.

• Reduces risk associated with inaccurate 
or incomplete data

• Provides timely information for 
everyone.

A collaborative initiative of: 



About the Project Partners

The Association of American Plant Food Control Officials (AAPFCO) is an 
organization of fertilizer control officials from each state in the United States, from Canada 
and from Puerto Rico who are actively engaged in the administration of fertilizer laws and 
regulations; and, research workers employed by these governments who are engaged in any 
investigation concerning mixed fertilizers, fertilizer materials, their effect, and/or their 
component parts. Each state in the United States, Puerto Rico and Canada has its own 
fertilizer regulatory program. AAPFCO strives to gain uniformity among each of these entities 
without compromising the needs of the consumers, protection of the environment or fair 
competition among the industry. http://www.aapfco.org

The Fertilizer Institute (TFI) is the leading voice in the fertilizer industry, representing 
the public policy, communication and statistical needs of producers, manufacturers, retailers 
and transporters of fertilizer. Issues of interest to TFI members include security, international 
trade, energy, transportation, the environment, worker health and safety, farm bill and 
conservation programs to promote the use of enhanced efficiency fertilizer. www.tfi.org

AgGateway is a non-profit consortium of businesses that helps member companies 
improve their profitability and productivity by promoting, enabling and expanding eBusiness 
in agriculture and agriculture related businesses. www.AgGateway.org

The Agricultural Retailers Association  (ARA) is a non-profit trade association 
representing the interests of retailers across the United States on legislative and regulatory 
issues on Capitol Hill. As the political voice of agricultural retailers, ARA not only represents its 
membership but also educates members on the political process and important issues 
affecting the industry. www.aradc.org 

For more information: www.FertTon.com. 

The Fertilizer Tonnage Reporting Chain
When a company makes a fertilizer sale/delivery, it reports it to the state 
in which the transaction takes place, and pays a tonnage fee. The state passes a 
subset of the tonnage data to the Uniform Fertilizer Tonnage Reporting System (UFTRS) 
hosted at the University of Missouri. UFTRS aggregates and performs some analysis on the 
data, which is then used by The Fertilizer Institute (TFI) to produce economic reports, as well 
as by government officials to develop regulatory requirements based on fertilizer use. Today 
it takes up to three years to complete this entire process; going electronic will dramatically 
speed and facilitate this process.

“The project bene�ts the industry and states 
with e�ciencies that will improve accuracy 
and timeliness of reports.” 

– April Hunt, Michigan Department of Agriculture


